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Abstract. The event calculus is a logic programming formalism for
representing events and their effects especially in database applications. This
paper presents the use of the event calculus for specifying and simulating
workflows. The proposed framework maintains a representation of the dynamic
world being modeled on the basis of user supplied axioms about preconditions
and effects of events and the initial state of the world. The net effect is that a
workflow specification can be made at a higher level of abstraction. Within this
framework it is possible to model sequential and concurrent activities with
synchronization when necessary. It is also possible to model agent assignment
and concurrent workflow instances. A logic programming approach to the
computational problem is adopted.

 1  Introduction

A workflow is a collection of coordinated activities designed to accomplish a well-
defined complex process such as a business process in a large enterprise, health-care
information systems, or a student registration system.  An activity in a workflow may
be executed by different processing entities like a human, a device or a program.

A workflow management system provides support for modeling, executing and
monitoring the activities in a workflow. There are many commercial products to
model and execute workflows [e.g. 1,3,13,14,19] but it has been realized that a formal
specification model is required for the analysis and reasoning about the workflows.
The most common frameworks for specifying workflows are control flow graphs
[10], event-condition-action rules [2,8] and temporal constraints[17,18]. There is also
a logic-based formalism which proposes a concurrent transaction logic for specifying,
analyzing and scheduling of workflows [7].

In this paper we propose a framework for specifying and executing workflows
based on the Event Calculus [11]. The Event Calculus provides a framework for
temporal reasoning by using the first-order predicate logic. We argue that the
specification of workflow processes can be enhanced by integrating them with
temporal databases and/or with temporal logic programming systems. Addition of a
temporal dimension to workflows can enhance their facilities in different ways. It will
provide mechanisms for storing and querying the history of all processes. This may
serve the need for querying some piece of information in the process history. Or it
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may serve the need for mining the history of the workflow to analyze and assess the
efficiency, accuracy and the timeliness of the processes.

In [4] we proposed a formulation of the event calculus to describe simple workflow
specifications where one activity follows another in a sequential manner. In this paper
we  investigate the ways in which the event calculus can be used as a basis for more
complicated workflow definitions where concurrent activities, agents and concurrent
workflow instances can also be modeled. We show how an extended version of the
event calculus can be used to model a workflow enhanced with temporal reasoning.
We also show that it will be possible to ask queries like which activities follow which
ones, or when they did/will happen, and also the state of the system can be derived at
any time in the past or future.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the workflow
process definition by the Workflow Management Coali tion. Section 3 summarizes the
basics of the event calculus. The modeling of workflow processes using the event
calculus is described in Section 4. The proposed framework is extended to include
workflow manager, agents and concurrent workflows in Section 5. The computational
issues are discussed in Section 6. We conclude the paper by summarizing the features
of the proposed system in Section 7.

2  An Overview of Workflow Management

Workflow Management Coaliti on (WfMC) is a grouping of companies who have
joined together to define the standards to enable different workflow management
products to work together. WfMC defines a ‘ reference model’ which describes the
major components and interfaces within a workflow architecture [20]. A workflow
involves several activities, each performed by an agent – human or automated. The
main activity which corresponds to the ‘workflow engine’ in the terminology of the
WfMC can be considered to be performed by a manager agent whose job is to
maintain the control flow information, monitor other agents, recover from failures,
answer queries about the status of the workflow, etc.

In a workflow, activities are related to one another via flow control conditions
(transition information). According to this reference model we identify four routings
among the activities:

1. 
�������������
	���

: Activities are executed in sequence (i.e. one activity is followed by
the next activity)

2. ��������������� :Two or more activities are executed in parallel. To model parallel
routing, two building blocks are identified: (a) AND-split and (b) AND-join.
The AND-split enables two or more activities to be executed concurrently
after another activity has been completed. The AND-join synchronizes the
parallel flows, one activity starts only after all activities in the join have been
completed.

3. ����� ��!�"#!$��� %�& :One of the alternative activities is executed. In order to model a
choice among two or more alternatives two blocks can be used: (a) XOR-split
and (b) XOR-join. Here no synchronization is required.
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4. ���������	��
�	� :It may sometimes be necessary to execute an activity or a set of
activities multiple times.

In the rest of the paper, we discuss how these features of a workflow management
system can be modeled in the framework of the event calculus. However, we first
give a brief summary of the event calculus.

3  Event Calculus

The event calculus was introduced by Kowalski and Sergot as a logic programming
formalism for representing events and their effects, especially in database applications
[11]. A number of event calculus dialects have been presented since this original
paper[5,6,9,12,15,16]. The one described here is based on a later simplified version
presented in [12].

The event calculus is a logical framework in which it is possible to infer what is
true when, given a set of events at certain time points and their effects. The calculus is
based on general axioms concerning notions of events, properties and the periods of
time for which the properties hold. The events initiate and/or terminate periods of
time in which a property holds. As events occur in the domain of the application, the
general axioms imply new properties which hold true in the new state of the world
being modeled, and infer the termination of properties which no longer hold true from
the previous state.

The main axioms used by the event calculus to infer that a property holds true at a
time are as follows:

����������������� �! #"%$
←&�'�(�(*)�+-,/.1032#4658792#4:5<;=4>2? + ?A@�? ' @ )B,/.1032	C67�2

D�E�F6GADHF�I�J�JBK%LMF�ION:P Q!R#S6TUR#S%VXW
Y1Z�[�\�]^]�_�`M[�\Oa6b c!dfe:gUdfe	h%i ←j�k `�`*\�Z-l/b1m n o#pqnr�os�t�u�vxwAy�z�s�t�{X|1} ~ ��������:�<�=� ~ � � ~ �����	�H�

The predicate ���	���X�%������� �!� �%�
 represents that property �  holds at time 

�
. The

predicate �������*�U�-�X� �3� �%�  represents that the event �  occurs at time 
�
. The time points

are ordered by the usual comparative operators. The formula � � � � � �	�����/� �!��� �
represents that the event �  initiates a period of time during which the property �
holds, and �����B  � �:�	���B��� �3��� � represents that the event �  terminates any ongoing period
during which property �  holds. The �����  operator is interpreted as negation-as-failure.
The use of negation-as-failure gives a form of default persistence. The formula� �������^��¡��M���O�6� �!� �:¢ � �	�%�

 represents that the property �  ceases to hold at some time
between 

�6¢
 and 

���
 due to an event which terminates it.
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The problem domain is captured by a set of �����������	��
�  and ��
����������	��
�  clauses. For
example in the blocks world, blocks and their places can be described by the
following clauses. The term ����� ����� � names the property that block �  is on top of
block �  or at location � ; and the term !#"�$#%�&#' (*)  names the property that block or
location (  has nothing on top of it. The term +-,/./0	1 2436587  names the event of moving 2
onto block or location 5 .

9�:�9�;�9�<	; 0=>1�+-,/.�0�1 2�3*5?7�3@, : 1 2�3*587A7CBD�E�D�F�D�G	F�HI>J�K-L/M�H�J N�O*P?Q�O@R#S�H>G/T>JVUWQAQ ←X G8YZY[H�E�I>J�K-L/M�H/J N4O P QWOA\ QWOX LZS�]/I8^@GZF_J�L�E@J N�O`UWQ�OA\?Q�O`U ≠ PZa

A particular course of events to represent that a block 
G
 was moved to location b

and then to location c  can be written as:

d�e8fZf[g�h�i>j�k-l/m�g/j�e>n�o p�n�q r p/s
d�e8fZf[g�h�i>j�k-l/m�g/j�e>n c p�n�q t p/s

where
q
1 is less than

q
2.

These axioms can be used deductively to predict the locations of blocks at different
times by querying the system with the 

d`l	u�vCi w@e	q
  predicate. For instance with the

following, we can query the position of the block 
e
 at time 

q
2.xWyAz�{Z|�}/~8���Z�_��{������#�>�����@� � �C�

The event calculus can also compute the periods of time for which a property holds
[11,12]. For instance we can query how long the block 

�
 stayed on block �  by the

query:�W�A���Z���/�8���	�/�>���	�����>��� ���	�`�C�
The result will be the period P =

��� �
,
�  

]. We omit the axioms for 
�`�	���C�8�8�����

 in this

paper.
We want to use the event calculus in the specification of a workflow process. A

workflow process contains a collection of activities and the order of activity
invocations or conditions under which activities must be invoked (i.e. control flow)
and also data flow between the activities.  In the event calculus framework, events
will denote the start and end time points of activities. The state of the workflow will
be described by the properties. In other words events will specify the control flow and
the effects of the events are used to describe the data flow within the workflow.

4  Specification of Workflow Processes in the Event Calculus

This section presents the event calculus as a first-order formalism for the specification
of  workflow processes. Once the event occurrences till time 

�
 are known, the state of

the system can be computed at any point of time until 
�
. Thus modeling can be

regarded as the computation of event occurrences.
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Each activity is initiated by an event and its termination starts one or more
activities. We model the starting time and ending time of activities by events. In other
words, for each activity there is an event which starts that activity and there is an
event which finishes that activity. Thus each activity A has a starting event start(A)
and a last event end(A). Between these two events there may be several other sub-
events defined for the activity.

4.1 Sequential Activities

Fig. 1. Activity � i+1  starts when � i finishes.

Figure 1 shows a graphical representation of sequential routing of activities. Circles
represent an activity. The activity � i+1 follows � i in a sequential manner. When the
activity � i finishes, the next activity � i+1 starts. This can be formulated in the event
calculus as follows:� ���������
	��	������������ i+1������� � ������� ��!
"$#���!&%&#�� i' , (�'$) (1)

When the last event of the activity � i happens (e.g. commit) the starting event of
the next activity is triggered. In this rule when the event � i commits the event � i+1

starts immediately (at the same time point ( ). This can be modified if necessary by
delaying the start time of the next activity by a specific time period. For instance, if
� i+1 starts after * time units we can write:

����������!
"�#"�+���,�+�#�� i+1'�-�(/.0' � ���1�2����!/"�#���!�%3#�� i' , 4&576�894�:<; =>435&?A@2B (2)

An activity begins executing when its start event occurs. It may have a predefined
duration or its execution time period may depend on some conditions or occurrences
of other sub-events. We use the term sub-event to refer to the events occurring within
the activity.  Thus, the last event of an activity can happen either after some
predefined time or after some condition is met. This and some other sequencing
among activities can be described in the event calculus as follows:C�D�E�E�F�G =�H F�G&I H D 6 , 4J6 K C&D1E2E�F�G =�HL=�M D
N MOH D 6 , 435O6�8�4QPR4&5S?UTAB (3)C�D�E�E�F�G =�H F�G&I H D 6 , 4J6 K C&D1E2E�F�G =�H D sub, 4�6VB (4)WYX3WLZ�W\[/Z�]_^�`\^�Z�[�a�ZO` bdcfeg[2hfZ�W i
]�` bgc�c�j

 (5)Zk]�a0lmWLX�[�Zk]�^$`�]�X�n3` b3cfeg[2hfZ�W i
]
` b3cOc�j
 (6)

In rule (3) o  is a constant used to denote the predefined time period between events^�Z�[�a�Z�`�[7c
 and 

]fX�n&`�[7c�j
 This value can be given statically at the time of the specification

of the workflow or it may be determined by the current state of the workflow. Or as in
rule (4), the end of an activity may be determined by the occurrence of a sub-event
(
[

sub) within the activity. Rules (5) and (6) show how the effects of the starting events
can be represented. For instance the rule (5) states that, if the starting event of an
activity happens, it initiates the time period for which that activity is active. The
property 

[2hfZ�W i
]�`�[7c
 holds between the happening times of the events 

^�Z�[�a�Z�` bdc
 and]�X&n&` bdc$j

p q r
i+ s
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4. 2 Concurrent Activities

In a workflow, some activities are executed concurrently. Here we describe ����� -split
and ����� -join transitions between activities. Figure 2.a ill ustrates AND-split. When
the activity � �  finishes, activities � 1, � 2, … � n start and they execute concurrently.
Figure 2.b ill ustrates AND-join. Here the activity � j starts when all the preceding
activities finish.

Fig. 2. (a) AND-split (b) AND-join

In the event calculus we represent AND-split with a sequence of rules as the
following:� �	�
���������������������� 1�����	� � � �	�
� ����!���"$#%��� i�"�&�'��( (7)� �	�
���������������������� 2�����	� � � �	�
� ����!���"$#%��� i�"�&�'��(

� �	�
���������������������� n�����	� � � �	�
� ����!���"$#%��� i�"�&�'��(
The following rule is used  to represent an AND-join of activities:� �	�
���������������������� j�"�&�	� � � �)�*���"�������%#%��� 1�"�&� 1��� (8)� �	�
�����������%#%��� 2�"�&� 2+�,.-/,0$1	2
2�3�4�5�6�3�4%7%6�1

n+",&8 n+�,
8:9<; 1�=>6 8 1,�8 2,?-/,&8 n+!@

Activity 
1 A

 waits for the completion of all activities B 1 .. B n. The last conjunct in the
rule (8) is to start the activity at the time of the last ending activity among activities B 1

.. B n.

4.3  Conditional Activities

In a workflow the execution of some activities may depend on certain conditions. If
the conditions are satisfied those activities are executed; otherwise they are not

B i B j

B 1

B 2

B n

B 1

B 2

B n
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executed. This kind of execution specification can be represented in a similar fashion
as in Fig. 2, except that the arrows are labeled with conditions. (Fig. 3.a)

Fig. 3. a) XOR-split b)XOR-join

Such transitions can be used to describe XOR-splits. In these transitions only one
of the alternative activities is executed depending on the evaluated condition. The
important point here is that the conditions must be exclusive. In other words only one
of the conditions should be true at the time of the decision in order to guarantee that
only one execution path is chosen. We can represent the conditional activities in the
event calculus as follows:

���������	��
��
������������
1� , ��� � ������������
���	�������

i� , ����� ���! ��"
�#$�!����%������&'��&(��� 1�)����* (9)���������	��
��
������������
2� , ��� � ������������
���	�������

i� , ����� ���! ��"
�#$�!����%������&'��&(��� 2�)����*
���������	��
��
������������

n� , ��� � ������������
���	�������
i� , ����� ���! ��"
�#$�!����%������&'��&(��� n, T).

When the activity 
�

i ends, the activity 
�

1 or 
�

2 …or 
�

n starts according to the
condition satisfied at that time. The conditions may be a state check (i.e. a 

���! ��"
+#,���
predicate) or another predicate 

�������-����

 checking the occurrence of another event.

Only one of the conditions must become true at the time of the execution. If none of
the conditions is satisfied at the end of the activity 

�
i, then the following activity

cannot start. In order to prevent this problem an additional path can be provided as an
“otherwise” option. This can be represented in the event calculus as follows:

���������	��
��
������������
n+1� , �+� ����������	��
���	�������

i�	�.�+�	����������/���-�	�!
�'
	�0���1�����
1� , ���	� ���!���������-�	�!
2��
������1�����

2�3�)�4�	�657����������/���-�	�!
�'
	�0���1� ���
n���)�+��*

�
i

�
1

�
2

�
n

8�94:�;
1

8�94:�;
2

8�94:�;
n

<
j

<
1

<
2

<
n
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In XOR-join (Fig.3b) if any one of the incoming activities is finished, the activity
at the join can start executing. Here there is no need for the synchronization of the
incoming activities. The completion of one of the incoming activities is sufficient to
start the joined activity. The description of XOR-join in the event calculus needs
some care. It may be seen as simply listing �  rules in the form:

��������� �
	��	�� ��� ��� � j� , ��� � ��������� ��	�� � ����� � k�������
for each �! #"%$'&($*) . However this formulation will not yield the desired execution,
because the follow-up activity + j will be started every time an incoming activity is
finished (i.e. )  times).  We have to ensure that + j is started only once. In order to
achieve this we represent the XOR-join by the following rules:

, +�-�-�./)
0�10�23+�4�2�15+ j6 , 7�6 8 (10), +�-�-�./)
0�15./)�9�13+ 16�7:6 $;./)�9�0<+
=>.%?
4�+5@�23.�4�13+ 2$ 7�6 $A&($;.<)�9�0/+
=>.�?�4/+3@
2B./4�15+ n$ 7�6�C, +�-�-�./)
0�10�23+�4�2�15+ j6 , 7�6 8 (11), +�-�-�./)
0�15./)�9�13+ 26�7:6 $;./)�9�+5@�23.�4�13+ 1$ 7:6 $;.<)�9�0<+
=>.�?�4�+5@�23.�4�13+ 3$ 7'6 $A&($./)�9�0/+�=>.%?
4�+3@
23.�4%15+ n$ 7�6�C

, +�-�-�./)
0�10�23+�4�2�1 + j6 , 7�6 8 (12), +�-�-�./)
0�15./)�9�13+ n6�7:6 $;./)�9�+5@�23.�4�13+ 1$ 7:6 $;.<)�9�+5@�23.�4�13+ 2$ 7'6 $A&($./)�9�+3@
23.�4%15+ n-1$ 7�6�C
Rule (10) represents that the end of the activity + 1 starts + j only if the activities + 2

… + n end at the same time as + 1 or after.  Rule (11) states that the end of the activity
+ 2 starts + j only if the activities listed before + 2  (i.e. + 1) end after + 2 and the activities
listed after + 2 (i.e. + 3 … + n) end at the same time or after + 2. Finally, rule (12)
represents that the end of the activity + n starts + j if the activities listed before + n end
after + n. The predicates ./)�9�0/+�=>.%?
4�+3@
23.�4%1 D*$ 7�6  checks if the activity D  ends at the time
instant 7  or after. Similarly, the predicate ./)�9E+3@
2B./4%1 D*$ 7�6  checks if the activity D  ends
strictly after time 7 . These predicates are defined as follows:

./)�9�0/+�=>.%?
4�+3@
23.�4%1 D*$ 7'6 8 , +�-�-�.<)
0�13./)�9�1 D 6 $ 7 " 6 $ 7GFH7 " C./)�9�0/+�=>.%?
4�+3@
23.�4%1 D*$ 7'6 8 )�?�2 , +�-E-�./)�0�15./)�9�1 D 6 $�I 6�C
./)�9�+3@
23.�4%1 D*$ 7:6 8 , +�-�-�.<)
0�13./)�9�1 D 6 $ 7 " 6 $ 7JFK7 " C./)�9�+3@
23.�4%1 D*$ 7:6 8 )�?�2 , +�-�-�./)�0�13.<)�9�1 D 6 $�I 6�C

The second clauses are used to handle the case that the end of the activity has not
happened at all .
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4.4  Iteration

Sometimes we may need to execute a group of activities one or more times. We start
with an activity, execute others and after the last activity of the group we return to the
first activity again.  This loop may be executed for a certain number of times.

Fig. 4. Activities a1 to an are executed several times.

In the event calculus, we may describe the iteration of activities as follows:

���������	��
��
������������
1� , ��� � ������������
���	�������

0� , ����� (13)���������	��
��
������������
1� , ��� � ������������
���	�������

n� , ���	 ��!#"���
%$&���'��"(!�!���)!�����*���*+!��  ,���-����������	��
��
������������
n+1� , �%� � �������.�	�#
�������/���

n� , �0�	 ��!#����!�"(��
�$1�#���("�!�!��.)�!�����*���*+!��  2�����
The activities between the activities 

�
1 and 

�
n, can be arranged in any of the

transition types that we mentioned before. The number of the iterations can be
controlled with a loop count variable that is increased by the last event of the iteration
or with any condition which checks the state of the system by the time of the last
event in the iteration.

5  Workflow Management

A workflow management system consists of a scheduler (manager) agent and task
agents. A task agent controls the execution of an activity. The workflow manager is
an agent that coordinates the execution of the activities according to the workflow
specification. It knows which activities follow which ones under what conditions.

�
1

�
0

� 3

cond.

4
n+1

Y

N

5

6
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When an activity is taken, the manager must assign an agent that will execute that
activity. Thus the manager must keep track of available agents as well. This section
discusses how the manager design is done within the event calculus.

5.1 Agent Assignment

Every task agent is represented as a property in the modeled system. Each agent can
perform one or more activities; and each activity can be executed by one or more
agents. Which agents can perform which activities is specified with the predicate��������� 	
������ ��������� �

 
������������� � � . When an activity is to be executed, an agent that is

qualified for that activity is selected and the activity is assigned to that agent if the
agent is idle. If the agent is not idle either another available, qualified agent is selected
or the activity is kept waiting for the agents to finish their jobs. For instance, in a
sequential execution of activities (Fig.1), the assignment of the agent is expressed by
the following rule:

! �#"
"$� ��%����&%'%�� �(�)� ��������� ���
i *#+ ,�-/.#, 0 (14)1�243�3$576�8�9:5�6�;(9:2
i-�<=,�-/.#,�->�? 2
@:A B�AC5D;(9 E�FG5 6�H - 2 i+1, - 1�I�@:;&8 < 2�HJ9�AC;�@:5K9 E�F�5�6�H , -L.#, -6�I�H(2�6=M�87NO2�@P@P5 Q 2DFG5 6�HR9 E�F�5�6�H - 2 i+1-/.#,KS

2�6=M�8=NO2
@C@:57Q 2DFG5 6�HJ9 E$F�5 6�H - E -/.T, 0 (15)>�? 2
@:A B�AC5D;(9 E�FG5 6�HVU - E ,�- E�FG576�H�UXWYE�F�576�H -1�I�@:;&8 < 2�HJ9�AC;�@:5K9 E�F�5�6�H�U ,�-/.#,KS
Rule (14) represents that the activity 

2
i+1 is assigned to the qualified agent 

E�F�5�6�H
at

the completion of the activity 
2

i. If 
E$F�5 6�H

 is idle at that time and there is no other
agent, with a smaller number, can run the activity. We must ensure that the same
activity is not assigned to more than one agent at the same. We can achieve this by
ordering the numbers of agents and checking for the minimum numbered idle agent to
assign the activity to (rule 15). Here, the number used in the comparison of agents is
an abstraction. It may denote the cost of executing the activity on the agent or it may
denote a priority in assigning the activity to an agent in the definition of the predicate>�? 2�@�A B
A�5�; S

When an agent 
E$F�5 6�H

 is assigned to an activity 
E

, it starts executing that activity 
E S

This  can be represented by the following rule:1�2#3
3$5 6�8�9�87H:2KQ7HJ9 E - E$F�5 6�H ,�-/.Z, 0 1�243�3$5�6�8�9�2&8'8�A F(6)9 E�F�5�6�H - E ,�-/.Z,&S (16)
Here, we specify the agent explicitly in the event name.

When an activity starts being executed by an agent, the agent is not idle any more
and it is assigned to that activity until it finishes the activity. When the activity is
finished the agent is released and it becomes idle again, ready to execute the next
activity. We describe these two states of an agent with two predicates: 

A�;
@P5�9 E�FG5 6�H ,  and2&8'8�A F(6�5�;�9 E�F�5�6�H - E�[�H�A \�AVH M , . The state of the agent may be changed by two events:2&8'8�A F(6)9 E�F�5�6�H - E�[�H�A�\�A�H M ,  and 
Q75D@P5�2&8 5�9 E$F�5 6�H - E�[�H�A \�AVH M ,KS  Thus, we write the following

rules:
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There are cases in which a task needs an agent but all agents are busy. In this case
the activity must wait until one of the agents becomes idle. For instance, assume that
in a sequential routing, after the last event of an activity 

�
i
�
 activity 

�
i+1 looks for an

idle agent to access on. If there is no idle agent, activity 
�

i+1 starts waiting for an
appropriate agent:

�����������	��
����
�� ! � �
i>�?@�>�ACB+D�E�D�F�G:H�B i+1>#I�G�J�F+E >LK5@<@ M (17)N B5O,O6J�F0P�H�J�F Q H B i>�?@�>:K5@�>�R+S�B	T�D U	D�J"Q�H I�G�J�F�E >�B i+1@�>N+V T&Q#P5?�B,EWH�B�P)P�D G�F+J�Q H I�G�J�F�E >�X,@�>LK5@�>YX ≠ B i+1>F V E B	F)Z V E N J�[�B"G�J�F�E\H I�G�J�F+E > B i+1>LK5@�]

B0FZ V E N J�[�B�G�J�F+EWH I�G�J�F�E > B i+1>:K;@ M (18)

R�S+B	T�D U,D1J�Q H I�G�J�F�E1^#> B i+1@�>#I�G�J�F�E ≠ I�G�J�F�E�^0>N+V T&Q#P5?�B,EWHWD1Q,T&J0H I�G�J�F+E�^-@�>:K @�]
The activity B i+1 will be kept waiting if all the agents qualified for this activity are

assigned to other activities. Rules (17) and (18) check the availability of all the
qualified agents for a given activity.

It is also possible that several activities may wait for the same agent. If the agent
becomes idle then the activity that has waited longest (i.e. the one with the smallest
timestamp) is assigned to that agent (rule 19). This rule also deals with the problem of
having more than one agent becoming idle at the same time. If that is the case, the
activity is assigned to the minimum numbered agent:

N B5O,O6J�F0P�H�B�P)P�D G�F.H I�G�J�F�E >#I/_"E @�>:K`@ M (19)N B5O,O6J�F0P�H�[�J"T&J�B�P�J	H I6G�J�F+E >�?@�>:K5@�>N+V T&Q#P5?�B,EWH�ACB�D1E�D�F�GLH I/_"E >0I�G�J�F�E >:K a$@�>LK5@�>F V E,ACB+D�E�D�F�G.T V F#G�J�["H I�_�E >#I�G�J�F�E >:K�a�>:K5@�>F V E,[�J�T�J"B#P�J"Q V E N J�[�B"G�J�F+EWH I�G�J�F�E >�I/_�E >:K;@�]
ACB�D1E�D�F�G�T V F�G�J�["H I/_�E >#I6G�J�F+E >LK a�>LK5@ M (20)N+V T&Q#P5?�B	E\H1ACB�D1E�D�F#G:H I�_�E1^#>#I6G�J�F+E >LK	^;@�>:K5@�>#I/_"E ≠ I/_"E�^0>:K	^cbdK a0]
[�J"T&J�B�P�J�Q V E N J�[�B�G�J�F�E\H I�G�J�F�E >#I�_�E >:K5@ M (21)

R�S+B	T�D U,D�J"Q H I�G�J�F�E1^#>0I/_�E @�>0I�G�J�F+E�^cbeI6G�J�F+E >N B5O,O6J�F0P�H�[�J"T&J�B�P�J	H I6G�J�F+E�^0>,?�@�>$K5@#]
Rule (20) checks for any other activity that has waited longer for the currently

released agent. And rule (21) checks for any other qualified agent being released at
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the same time. When an activity is assigned to an agent that activity will not wait for
any agents any more (rule 22).���������
	����������������� ��	�� ������	�� �������  ��"!#���$�%�&	��'� ����� �(��')"*+ , 

(22)

5.2  Concurrent Workflow Instances

So far, we have represented how to specify workflow activities and execute a single
instance of a defined workflow within the event calculus framework. However in an
application, there can be several instances of the same workflow executing at the
same time. The available agents can perform the activities of any of the workflow
instances. Thus the problem is how to represent more than one workflow instance
concurrently within the current framework.

In order to model concurrent workflow instances, we number the workflow
instances. Each workflow instance is assigned a unique number and every activity in a
workflow is associated with a workflow instance. Thus we add the number of the
workflow instance to the rules as well. For instance in the following rule we specify a
sequential routing of activities using workflow instances:

- �/..0��	1�2�$���3�����,���
j40576"8+9�4':;9 ← <�=?>�>0@ 61A2B @ 6"C"B = i4D5E6�8?9�4':�9�F (23)

When an activity = i in a workflow instance 5E6"8  finishes the next activity in the
same workflow starts. In this rule we omit the agent assignment for simplicity. If
concurrent workflow instances are modeled, the number of the workflow instance
must be added to all the previous rules that we have discussed earlier.

5.3  Developing Workflow Management Utility

The manager actually runs the workflow specification (rules 1-13). It knows which
activities follow which ones under what conditions. It also knows which agents can
do which activities and which agents are available at all times. The manager agent
starts a workflow process when an initial event is happened. Once that is recorded, the
manager starts the other activities according to the workflow definition and the
available agents. In our framework the workflow manager has a centralized control
over the agents. All the agents inform the manager agent of the end of the activity (by@ 6"C"B G�9 ) when they finish it. The manager starts an activity at an agent by recording
the event = A�A2H IJ6�B G�I @ 6�K 4�G�L�K 9 . If no available agents are found for an activity, then the
activity is kept waiting. When an agent is released one of the waiting activities is
assigned to that activity.

We have given rules to describe the task of the manager agent with sequential
routing of activities (rules 14-23). These rules can be applied to other routings of the
activities that were specified in Section 4 in a similar way.
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5.4  Querying the system

The state of the system can be queried at any time using the ���������
	���  predicate. One
can query the state of the system at a certain time   as:

��� ���������
	����� ���� ���
The answer to this query will be all properties that can be derived using the rules of

the system. In addition to this general querying, one can ask more specific queries like

��� ���������
	��������������� � ���� ������ ���������
	������!"�#��$�&%�'(� �*)+ ���,'���%# �.-
���� ������ ���������
	�����/���0��� ' %��1�2� �,'���%# ���*)+$�43��� 56�6�� ���
One can also find out the starting and/or ending time of the activities by:��� ���87#79��%��1���:$��;:<�/�+���,'���%# �6�.-=���
In this paper we have only demonstrated deriving the state of the system at a

certain time point. However, in the event calculus it is also possible to derive the time
periods for which a property is true, using the predicate ���������
	
>���;+� �?;:�@7?�:;: 5��A�"�:;6�����@�
[11]. The existing framework can be extended to deal with time periods as well. Thus
we can query the history of all processes in order to analyze the efficiency of the
workflow. For instance, we may query the time period P to see how long an activity is
kept waiting by:��� ���������
	@>B��;1��!"���&/�4%�'.�/��)� ���9'��6%� �(-
�6�������

6  The Computational Problem

The theory can be implemented in several different ways. One approach is to use a
general-purpose theorem prover directly with the event calculus. Since the axioms
presented are all Horn clauses, they can be used more or less directly with Prolog.
However as they stand, the general structure of the search space that would be
explored by SLDNF resolution is riddled with non-terminating loops and redundancy.
For example consider the execution of the query ���B�$���=	�����/���C�+� '�%��1�2� �9'��6%� ���*)+ ���D ��� A
direct translation of the axioms into a Prolog program will cause an infinite loop,
because the definition of �2�B�$���
	A�B includes calls to ���@7#79�:%B�  and that in turn includes
calls to ���B�$���=	�����

The major reason of the problem of getting infinite loops is that, in the execution of
���������
	��� , after finding a relevant event, all events (past or possible future events) must
be searched again in order to show that there is no other event affecting the
established relation. This is because of the negation in the formulation of �2�B�$���=	��B .
Therefore we must restrict the search space in such a way that only the past relevant
events (i.e. events which have occurred) should be searched.
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We have overcome this problem by rewriting the axioms so that they are more
suitable for SLDNF resolution (but perhaps less declarative) [4]. In order to achieve
this we consider the causality of events. We rewrite the clauses so that a Prolog
interpreter can proceed forwards in time from the earliest known event, maintaining a
list of ongoing events. Since we know which events occur after which events, we can
compute the entire history given the initial event(s). We proceed roughly in a bottom-
up manner: we compute what events the initial events cause in the history, then
compute what events these cause in the history, and so on. The same approach is used
in the implementation of the currently proposed framework.

7   Conclusion

We have demonstrated how the event calculus might be extended to describe the
specification and execution of activities in a workflow. The major types of activity
routings in a workflow can be expressed using the axioms of the event calculus in a
declarative way. The proposed framework can be used as a quick tool in prototyping
applications and/or simulations. Due to its additional temporal dimension, it provides
facilities for querying the history of all activities, thus providing opportunities to
analyze the efficiency of the workflows. The event calculus as presented exhibits
three conceptual differences over the proposed formalisms.

First of all, it is purely declarative. Programs in most traditional formalisms usually
contain side-effect causing operations such as event scheduling (insertion) and
unscheduling (deletion) upon an event queue. We are able to compute event
occurrences without any use of event queues, scheduling or unscheduling.

Second, there is no explicit state. Traditional programs keep past object states
explicitly as a collection of tuples (P, V, T) each meaning that the value of state
parameter P is V at time T. In the event calculus however only the sequence of events
are retained instead of explicit states. The state at any time can be derived using the
axioms of the event calculus.

Finally, a general definition of event is introduced. An event can be any real world
event that occurs when a proposition becomes true. A wide range of happenings can
be regarded as events and thus different domains can be modeled in a similar fashion.

The current framework is currently being extended to include exception handling
in the workflows. We also investigate the ways of modeling rollback and
compensation activities using declarative rules.
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